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MSU Police Emergency Notification - [www.police.msu.edu](http://www.police.msu.edu)
Building Fire Alarm - **GET OUTSIDE!!**
Outside Sirens - **GET INSIDE!!**
Overhead PA System - LISTEN FOR INSTRUCTIONS
Phone Calls
Word of Mouth

THEN WHAT??????

How Do I know there IS an Emergency?
Emergency Postings

11” X 17” poster by each door

Floor plan Maps

Look for These BEFORE Needing to Exit
If you are announcing the fire, “Pull the Fire Alarm Switch” at the exit door.

Going to your Rally Site!

Leaving the Building

Rally Sites
Don’t try to be a Hero. Get them to a stairwell and go find a “First Responder”.

Helping the Disabled

Just No, Nyet, Nada

Elevators in a Fire Emergency
Why would we stay inside?

Two Reasons:

SEEKING SHELTER FROM WEATHER
SECURE IN PLACE

What’s the difference?

Staying in the Building

STORMS AND EXTERNAL CONDITIONS

Seeking Shelter
Criminal Activity

House of Cards and Unintended Consequences

Bottom Line
If you Learn, Stay Safe and Graduate, then life is good!

Positive Outcomes